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Abstract. Quantization plays an important role in the energy-efficient
deployment of deep neural networks on resource-limited devices. Posttraining quantization is highly desirable since it does not require retraining or access to the full training dataset. The well-established uniform
scheme for post-training quantization achieves satisfactory results by
converting neural networks from full-precision to 8-bit fixed-point integers. However, it suffers from significant performance degradation when
quantizing to lower bit-widths. In this paper, we propose a piecewise
linear quantization (PWLQ) scheme3 to enable accurate approximation
for tensor values that have bell-shaped distributions with long tails. Our
approach breaks the entire quantization range into non-overlapping regions for each tensor, with each region being assigned an equal number of
quantization levels. Optimal breakpoints that divide the entire range are
found by minimizing the quantization error. Compared to state-of-theart post-training quantization methods, experimental results show that
our proposed method achieves superior performance on image classification, semantic segmentation, and object detection with minor overhead.
Keywords: deep neural networks, post-training quantization, piecewise
linear quantization
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Introduction

In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art results in a variety of learning tasks including image classification [55, 23, 24, 54,
19, 53, 29], segmentation [5, 18, 49] and detection [36, 47, 48]. Scaling up DNNs
by one or all of the dimensions [55] of network depth [19], width [59] or image resolution [30] attains better accuracy, at a cost of higher computational
complexity and increased memory requirements, which makes the deployment
of these networks on embedded devices with limited resources impractical.
One feasible way to deploy DNNs on embedded systems is quantization of
full-precision (32-bit floating-point, FP32) weights and activations to lower precision (such as 8-bit fixed-point, INT8) integers [25]. By decreasing the bit-width,
?
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the number of discrete values is reduced, while the quantization error, which
generally correlates with model performance degradation increases. To minimize
the quantization error and maintain the performance of a full-precision model,
many recent studies [63, 4, 40, 25, 6, 60, 12, 27] rely on training either from scratch
(“quantization-aware” training) or by fine-tuning a pre-trained FP32 model.
However, post-training quantization is highly desirable since it does not require retraining or access to the full training dataset. It saves time-consuming
fine-tuning effort, protects data privacy, and allows for easy and fast deployment of DNN applications. Among various post-training quantization schemes
proposed in the literature [28, 7, 62], uniform quantization is the most popular
approach to quantize weights and activations since it discretizes the domain of
values to evenly-spaced low-precision integers which can be efficiently implemented on commodity hardware’s integer-arithmetic units.
Recent work [28, 31, 42] shows that post-training quantization based on a
uniform scheme with INT8 is sufficient to preserve near original FP32 pre-trained
model performance for a wide variety of DNNs. However, ubiquitous usage of
DNNs in resource-constrained settings requires even lower bit-width to achieve
higher energy efficiency and smaller models. In lower bit-width scenarios, such
as 4-bit, post-training uniform quantization causes significant accuracy drop [28,
62]. This is mainly because the distributions of weights and activations of pretrained DNNs are bell-shaped such as Gaussian or Laplacian [17, 35]. That is,
most of the weights are clustered around zero while few of them are spread in
a long tail. As a result, when operating at low bit-widths, uniform quantization
assigns too few quantization levels to small magnitudes and too many to large
ones, which leads to significant accuracy degradation [28, 62].
To mitigate this issue, various quantization schemes [41, 4, 3, 43, 26, 34] are
designed to take advantage of the fact that weights and activations of pre-trained
DNNs typically have bell-shaped distributions with long tails. Here, we present a
new number representation via a piecewise linear approximation to be suited for
these phenomena. It breaks the entire quantization range into non-overlapping
regions where each region is assigned an equal number of quantization levels.
Although our method works with an arbitrary number of regions, we suggest
limiting them to two to simplify the complexity of the proposed approach and the
hardware overhead. The optimal breakpoints that divide the entire range can be
found by minimizing the quantization error. Compared to uniform quantization,
our piecewise linear quantization (PWLQ) provides a richer representation that
reduces the quantization error. This indicates its potential to reduce the gap
between floating-point and low-bit precision models. It is also more hardwarefriendly when compared to other non-linear approaches such as logarithm-based
and clustering-based approaches [41, 56, 3], since in our method, the computation
can still be carried out without the need of any transforms or look-up tables.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose a piecewise linear quantization (PWLQ) scheme for efficient
deployment of pre-trained DNNs without retraining or access to the full
training dataset. We also investigate its impact on hardware implementation.
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• We present a solution to find the optimal breakpoints and demonstrate that
our method achieves a lower quantization error than the uniform scheme.
• We provide a comprehensive evaluation on image classification, semantic
segmentation, and object detection benchmarks and show that our proposed
method achieves state-of-the-art results.

2

Related Work

There is a wide variety of approaches in the literature that facilitate the efficient
deployment of DNNs. The first group of techniques relies on designing network
architectures that depend on more efficient building blocks. Notable examples
include depth/point-wise layers [22, 52] as well as group convolutions [61, 38].
These methods require domain knowledge, training from scratch and full access
to the task datasets. The second group of approaches optimizes network architectures in a typical task-agnostic fashion and may or may not require (re)training.
Weight pruning [17, 32, 20, 37], activation compression [10, 9, 14], knowledge distillation [21, 45] and quantization [8, 46, 66, 64, 41, 25] fall under this category.
In particular, quantization of activations and weights [15, 16, 57, 35, 6, 60, 62]
leads to model compression and acceleration as well as to overall savings in
power consumption. Model parameters can be stored in a fewer number of bits
while the computation can be executed on integer-arithmetic units rather than
on power-hungry floating-point ones [25]. There has been extensive research on
quantization with and without (re)training. In the rest of this section, we focus
on post-training quantization that directly converts full-precision pre-trained
models to their low-precision counterparts.
Recent works [28, 31, 42] have demonstrated that 8-bit quantized models have
been able to accomplish negligible accuracy loss for a variety of networks. To
improve accuracy, per-channel (or channel-wise) quantization is introduced in
[28, 31] to address variations of the range of weight values across channels. Weight
equalization/factorization is applied by [39, 42] to rescale the difference of weight
ranges between different layers. In addition, bias shifts in the mean and variance
of quantized values are observed and counteracting methods are suggested by [2,
13]. A comprehensive evaluation of clipping techniques is presented by [62] along
with an outlier channel splitting method to improve quantization performance.
Moreover, adaptive processes of assigning different bit-width for each layer are
proposed in [35, 65] to optimize the overall bit allocation.
There are also a few attempts to tackle 4-bit post-training quantization by
combining multiple techniques. In [2], a combination of analytical clipping, bit
allocation, and bias correction is used, while [7] minimizes the mean squared
quantization error by representing one tensor with one or multiple 4-bit tensors
as well as by optimizing the scaling factors.
Most of the aforementioned works utilize a linear or uniform quantization
scheme. However, linear quantization cannot capture the bell-shaped distribution
of weights and activations, which results in sub-optimal solutions. To overcome
this deficiency, [3] proposes a quantile-based method to improve accuracy but
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their method works efficiently only on highly customized hardware; [26] employs
two different scale factors on overlapping regions to reduce computation bits over
fixed-point implementations. However, its scale factors restricted to powers of
two and heuristic options limit the accuracy performance. Instead, we propose
a piecewise linear approach that improves over the selection of optimal breakpoints that leads to state-of-the-art quantized model results. Our method can
be implemented efficiently with minimal modification to commodity hardware.

3

Quantization Schemes

In this section, we review a uniform quantization scheme and discuss its limitations. We then present PWLQ, our piecewise linear quantization scheme and
show that it has a stronger representational power (a smaller quantization error)
compared to the uniform scheme.
Uniform quantization
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Fig. 1. Quantization of conv4 layer weights in a pre-trained Inception-v3. Left: uniform
quantization. Middle: piecewise linear quantization (PWLQ) with one breakpoint, dotted line indicates the breakpoint. Right: Mean squared quantization error (MSE) for
various bit-widths (b = 4, 6, 8). MSE of PWLQ is convex w.r.t. the breakpoint p, the
b-bit PWLQ can achieve a smaller quantization error than the b-bit uniform scheme

3.1

Uniform Quantization

Uniform quantization (the left of Figure 1) linearly maps full-precision real numbers r into low-precision integer representations. From [25, 7], the approximated
version r̂ from uniform quantization scheme at b-bit can be defined as:
r̂ = uni(r;
b, rl , ru , z) k= s × rq + z,
l
clamp(r;rl ,ru )−z
,
s

rq =

Zb

(1)

clamp(r; rl , ru ) = min(max(r, ru ), rl ),
s = N∆−1 , ∆ = ru − rl , N = 2b ,
where [rl , ru ] is the quantization range, s is the scaling factor, z is the offset, N is the number of quantization levels, rq is the quantized integer computed by a rounding function d·cZb followed by saturation to the integer domain
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Zb . We set the offset z = 0 for symmetric signed distributions combined with
Zb = {−2b−1 , ..., 2b−1 − 1} and z = rl for asymmetric unsigned distributions
(e.g., ReLU-based activations) with Zb = {0, ..., 2b − 1}. Since the scheme (1) introduces a quantization error defined as εuni = r̂ − r, the expected quantization
error squared is given by:
E(ε2uni ; b, rl , ru ) =

s2
12

= C(b)∆2 ,

(2)

with C(b) = 12(2b1−1)2 under uniform distributions [58].
From the above definition, uniform quantization divides the range evenly
despite the distribution of r. Empirically, the distributions of weights and activations of pre-trained DNNs are similar to bell-shaped Gaussian or Laplacian [17,
35]. Therefore, uniform quantization is not always able to achieve small enough
approximation error to maintain model accuracy, especially in low-bit cases.
3.2

Piecewise Linear Quantization (PWLQ)

To improve model accuracy for quantized models, we need to approximate the
original model as accurately as possible by minimizing the quantization error. We
follow this natural criterion to investigate the quantization performance, even
though no direct relationship can easily be established between the quantization
error and the final model accuracy [7].
Inspired from [43, 26] that takes advantage of bell-shaped distributions, our
approach based on piecewise linear quantization is designed to minimize the
quantization error. It breaks the quantization range into two non-overlapping
regions: the dense, central region and the sparse, high-magnitude region. An
equal number of quantization levels N = 2b is assigned to these two regions.
We chose to use two regions with one breakpoint to maintain simplicity in the
inference algorithm (Section 5.1) and the hardware implementation (Section 4).
Multiple-region cases are discussed in Section 5.1.
Therefore, we only consider one breakpoint p to divide the bounded quantization range4 [−m, m] (m > 0) into two symmetric regions: the center region
R1 = [−p, p] and the tail region R2 = [−m, −p) ∪ (p, m]. Each region consists of
a negative piece and a positive piece. Within each of the four pieces, (b − 1)-bit
(b ≥ 2) uniform quantization (1) is applied such that including the sign every
value in the quantization range is being represented into b-bit. We define the
b-bit piecewise linear quantization (denoted by PWLQ) scheme as:

sign(r) × uni(|r|; b − 1, 0, p, 0), r ∈ R1
pw(r; b, m, p) =
,
(3)
sign(r) × uni(|r|; b − 1, p, m, p), r ∈ R2
where the sign of full-precision real number r is denoted by sign(r). The associated quantization error is defined as εpw = pw(r; b, m, p) − r.
4

Here we consider symmetric quantization range [−m, m] (m > 0) for simplicity, it is
extendable to asymmetric ranges [m1 , m2 ] for any real numbers m1 < m2 .
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Figure 1 shows the comparison between uniform quantization and PWLQ on
the empirical distribution of the conv4 layer weights in a pre-trained Inceptionv3 model [54]. We emphasize that b-bit PWLQ represents FP32 values into b-bit
integers to support b-bit multiply-accumulate operations, even though in total,
it has the same number of quantization levels as (b+1)-bit uniform quantization.
The implications of this are further discussed in Section 4.
3.3

Error Analysis

To study the quantization error for PWLQ, we suppose full-precision real number r has a symmetric probability density function (PDF) f (r) on [−m, m]
with a cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (r) satisfying f (r) = f (−r),
F (−m) = 0, F (m) = 1, and F (r) = 1 − F (−r). Then, we calculate the expected
quantization error squared of PWLQ from (2) based on the error of each piece:
n
o


E(ε2pw ; b, m, p) = C(b − 1) (m − p)2 F (−p) + 1 − F (p) + p2 [F (p) − F (−p)]
n

o
= C(b − 1) (m − p)2 + m(2p − m) 2F (p) − 1 .
(4)
The performance of a quantized model with PWLQ critically depends on the
value of the breakpoint p. If p = m
2 , then the PWLQ is essentially equivalent to
uniform quantization, because the four pieces have equal quantization ranges and
bit-widths. If p < m
2 , the center region has a smaller range and greater precision
than the tail region, as shown in the middle of Figure 1. Conversely, if p > m
2,
the tail region has greater precision than the center region. To reduce the overall
quantization error for bell-shaped distributions found in DNNs, we increase the
precision in the center region and decrease it in the tail region. Thus, we limit
∗
the breakpoint to the range 0 < p < m
2 . Accordingly, the optimal breakpoint p
can be estimated by minimizing the expected squared quantization error:
p∗ = arg minp∈(0, m2 ) E(ε2pw ; b, m, p).

(5)

Since bell-shaped distributions tend to zero as r becomes large, we consider
a smooth f (r) is decreasing when r is positive, i.e., f 0 (r) < 0, ∀r > 0. Then we
prove that the optimization problem (5) is convex with respect to the breakpoint
∗
p ∈ (0, m
2 ). Therefore one unique p exists to minimize the quantization error
(4), as demonstrated by the following Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 If f (−r) = f (r), f 0 (r) < 0 for all r > 0, then E(ε2pw ; b, m, p) is a
convex function of the breakpoint p ∈ (0, m
2 ).
Proof. Taking the first and second derivatives of (4) yields:
h
i
∂E(ε2pw ;b,m,p)
= 2C(b − 1) p − 2m + 2mF (p) + m(2p − m)f (p) ,
∂p
h
i
∂ 2 E(ε2pw ;b,m,p)
= 2C(b − 1) 1 + 4mf (p) + m(2p − m)f 0 (p) .
∂p2
∂ 2 E(ε2 ;b,m,p)

pw
0
Since f 0 (p) < 0 and p < m
2 , m(2p − m)f (p) > 0, then
∂p2
2
∗
Therefore, E(εpw ; b, m, p) is convex w.r.t. p, and thus a unique p exists.

(6)

> 0.
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In practice, we can find the optimal breakpoint by solving (5) by assuming an
underlying Gaussian or Laplacian distribution using gradient descent [50]. Once
the optimal breakpoint p∗ is found, both Lemma 2 and the numerical simulation
in the right of Figure 1 show that PWLQ achieves a smaller quantization error
than uniform quantization, which indicates its stronger representational power.
Lemma 2 E(ε2pw ; b, m, p∗ ) <

C(b−1)
2
16C(b) E(εuni ; b, −m, m)

for b ≥ 2.

Proof. The b-bit uniform quantization error on [−m, m] is calculated from (2):
E(ε2uni ; b, −m, m) = C(b)(2m)2 = 4C(b)m2 .

(7)

For b-bit PWLQ, we solve the convex problem (5) by letting the first derivative
equal to zero in (6), and determine that the optimal breakpoint p∗ satisfies:
2mF (p∗ ) = 2m − p∗ + m(m − 2p∗ )f (p∗ ).
By substituting (8) in (4) and simplifying, we obtain:
h
i
E(ε2pw ; b, m, p∗ ) = C(b − 1) − (p∗ )2 + mp∗ − m(m − 2p∗ )2 f (p∗ ) .
Subtract the above from

C(b−1)
16C(b)

(8)

(9)

of (7), we complete the proof:

C(b−1)
2
16C(b) E(εuni ; b, −m, m)
E(ε2pw ; b, m, p∗ ) − C(b − 1)( 41 m2 )

E(ε2pw ; b, m, p∗ ) −
=

h
≤ C(b − 1) − (p∗ −

m 2
2)

∗ 2

(10)
∗

i

− m(m − 2p ) f (p ) < 0.

9
Note that C(b) = 12(2b1−1)2 given from (2), for b ≥ 2, C(b−1)
16C(b) ≤ 16 . Therefore,
9
b-bit PWLQ achieves a smaller quantization error, which is at most 16
of b-bit
uniform scheme. This improvement in performance requires only an extra bit for
storage and no extra multiplication, as we discuss in the next section.

4

Hardware Impact

In this section, we discuss the hardware requirements for efficient deployment of
DNNs quantized with PWLQ. In convolutional and fully-connected layers, every
output can be computed using an inner product between vector X and vector W ,
which correspond to the input activation and weight (sub)tensors respectively.
From scheme (1), the approximated versions of uniform quantization are
X̂ = sx Xq +zx I and Ŵ = sw Wq (assuming symmetric quantization for weights),
where Xq and Wq are quantized integer vectors from X and W , I is an identity
vector, sx , sw and zx are associated constant-valued scaling factors and offset,
respectively. The output of this uniform quantization is:
hX̂, Ŵ i = hsx Xq + zx I, sw Wq i = C0 hXq , Wq i + C1 ,

(11)
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where h·, ·i is defined as vector inner product, C0 = sx sw and C1 = zx sw hWq , Ii
denote floating-point constant terms that can be pre-computed offline.
Equation (11) implies that a uniformly quantized DNN requires two steps: (i)
an integer-arithmetic (INT) inner product, and (ii) followed by a floating-point
(FP) affine map. The expensive O(|W |) (the size of vector W ) FP operations
hX̂, Ŵ i are then accelerated via INT operations hXq , Wq i, plus O(1) FP rescaling and adding operands using C0 and C1 .
As we showed in Section 3.2 when applying PWLQ on weights with one
breakpoint, the algorithm breaks the ranges into non-overlapping regions (R1
and R2 ), which requires separate computational paths (P1 and P2 ) as each region
has a different scaling factor. We set offsets zw1 = 0, zw2 = p and denote scaling
factors by sw1 , sw2 in R1 , R2 , respectively. We also define by h·, ·iRi the associated
partial vector inner product, and Wqi the associated quantized integer vector of
W in region Ri for i = 1, 2. Then P1 is computed using the following equation:
P1 = hsx Xq + zx I, sw1 Wq1 iR1 = C2 hXq , Wq1 iR1 + C3 .

(12)

P2 has additional terms as it has a non-zero offset p:
P2 = hsx Xq + zx I, sw2 Wq2 + pIiR2 = C4 hXq , Wq2 iR2 + C5 hXq , IiR2 + C6 , (13)
where C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , and C6 are constant terms, which can be pre-computed
similar to C0 and C1 in (11).
As indicated by (12) and (13) for PWLQ compared to uniform quantization
(11), the extra term hXq , IiR2 is needed due to the non-zero offset p, which sums
up the activations corresponding to weights in R2 . Since most of the weights5
are in R1 , these extra computations in R2 rarely happen. In addition, FP rescaling and adding are needed in each region, which also increases the overall
FP operation overhead.
In short, an efficient hardware implementation of PWLQ requires: (i) one
multiplier for products in both of hXq , Wq1 iR1 and hXq , Wq2 iR2 , (ii) three accumulators: one of each for sum of products in P1 and P2 , and another one for
activations in P2 , and (iii) at most one extra bit for storage6 per weight value
to indicate the region. Note that this extra bit does not increase the multiplyaccumulate (MAC) computation and it is only used to determine the appropriate
accumulator, which can be done in hardware at negligible cost on the MAC unit.
Based on the above explanation, it is clear that more breakpoints require
more accumulators and more storage bits per weight tensor. Also, applying
PWLQ on both weights and activations requires accumulators for each combination of activation regions and weight regions, which translates to more hardware
overhead. As a result, more than one breakpoint on the weight tensor or applying
PWLQ on both weights and activations might not be feasible, from a hardware
implementation perspective. We describe more details of the hardware implementation and its impact on energy and latency in the supplementary material.
5
6

Around 90% of the weights are locating in the center region R1 in our experiments.
This extra storage cost can be further compressed by exploiting the non-uniform
distribution of values [1, 43].
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Experiments

We evaluate the robustness of our proposed PWLQ for post-training quantization on popular networks of several computer vision benchmarks: ImageNet
classification [51], semantic segmentation and object detection on the Pascal
VOC challenge [11]. We perform all experiments in Pytorch 1.2.0 [44]. Unless
stated otherwise, we always apply batch normalization folding [25] and then
quantize all folded network weights per-channel.
5.1

Ablation Study on ImageNet

In this section, we conduct experiments on the ImageNet classification challenge
[51] and investigate the effectiveness of our proposed PWLQ method. We evaluate the top-1 accuracy performance on the validation dataset for three popular
network architectures: Inception-v3 [54], ResNet-50 [19] and MobileNet-v2 [52].
We use torchvision7 0.4.0 and its pre-trained models for our experiments.
Activation Quantization. Throughout this paper, we use a top-k median
method8 with k = 10 to calibrate the activation range boundaries [rl , ru ]. After
sampling from 512 random training images [62], we sort the activations into an
array Xsort at every layer. We then compute the median of the top-k smallest and
largest values in Xsort , i.e., rl = median(Xsort [: k]) and ru = median(Xsort [−k :
]). During inference, unless stated otherwise we apply 8-bit uniform quantization
per-layer after clipping with these ranges. We report additional experiments
applying PWLQ on activations in the supplementary material.
Optimal Breakpoint Selection. In order to apply PWLQ, we require the optimal breakpoints to divide the quantization ranges into non-overlapping regions.
As stated in Section 3.3, we assume weights and activations satisfy Gaussian or
Laplacian distributions, then we find the optimal breakpoints by solving (5).
For the case of one optimal breakpoint p∗ , we can iteratively find it by gradient descent since the optimization problem (5) is convex; or using a simple and
fast approximation of p∗ /m = ln(0.8614m + 0.6079) for normalized Gaussian.
Experimental results show that the approximation obtains almost the same accuracy compared to gradient descent, while also being considerably faster. Therefore, unless stated otherwise we use this approximated version of the optimal
breakpoint for the rest of this paper. We report results with other assumptions
such as Laplacian distributions in the supplementary material.
Other works treat the data distributions differently: BiScaled-DNN [26] proposes a ratio heuristic to divide the data into two overlapping regions; and
V-Quant [43] introduces a value-aware method to split them into two nonoverlapping regions, e.g, 2% (98%) of large (small) values located in the tail
7
8

https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision
We test the top-k median and percentile-based approaches [33] in the supplementary
material and use the top-10 median for better robustness of low-bit quantization.
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Fig. 2. Left: the impact of non-overlapping and breakpoint options on the top-1 accuracy for 4-bit post-training quantization models. Right: the robustness of the optimal
breakpoint found by solving (5) with some perturbation levels from 5% to 30% for
4-bit Inception-v3. The star and the associated number indicate the median accuracy,
the bold bar displays the accuracy range between the 25th and 75th percentiles

(center) region, respectively. Our implementation results in Figure 2 (left) show
that PWLQ with non-overlapping regions achieves a superior performance on
low-bit quantization compared to BiScaled-DNN improved version9 (denoted
by BSD+) and V-Quant, especially with a large margin on 4-bit MobileNet-v2.
Non-overlapping approach shortens the quantization ranges (∆ in (2)) for the tail
regions by 1.25× to 2×. Therefore, both our choices of non-overlapping regions
and optimal breakpoints have a significant impact on reducing the quantization
error and improving the performance of low-bit quantized models.
In Figure 2 (right), we explore the robustness of the optimal breakpoint found
by minimizing (5) for 4-bit Inception-v3. We randomly add perturbation levels
from 5% to 30% on each optimal breakpoint p∗ per-channel per-layer, e.g., the
new breakpoint pb∗ = 0.95p∗ or 1.05p∗ for 5% of perturbation. We run 100 random samples for each perturbation level to generate the results. Overall, model
performance decreases as perturbation level increases, which indicates that our
selection of the optimal breakpoint is crucial for accurate post-training quantization. Note that when 5% of perturbation is added to the optimal breakpoints,
more than half of the experiments produce a lower accuracy, and can be as low
as 74.05%, which is a 1.67% drop from the zero-perturbation baseline.
Multiple Breakpoints. In this section, we discuss the trade-off of multiple
breakpoints on model accuracy and hardware overhead. Theoretically, as the
number of breakpoints on weights increases, the associated hardware cost linearly rises. Meanwhile, the number of non-overlapping regions and the associated
total number of quantization levels grows, indicating a stronger representational
power. Numerically, the extension of finding the optimal multi-breakpoints is
straightforward by calculating the same quantization error (4), and solving the
9

We improved the original BiScaled-DNN [26] by applying affine-based uniform
scheme (1) on each region and per-channel quantization.
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same optimization problem (5) with gradient descent in an enlarged search space.
Table 1 shows the accuracy performance up to three breakpoints. In general, using more breakpoints consistently improves model accuracy under the growing
support of customized hardware. We suggest using one breakpoint to maintain
the simplicity of the inference algorithm and its hardware implementation. Thus
we only report PWLQ with one breakpoint for the rest of this paper.
Table 1. Top-1 accuracy (%) and requirement of hardware accumulators for PWLQ
with multiple breakpoints on weights
Number of
Hardware
Breakpoints Accumulators
One
Two
Three

Three
Five
Seven

Inception-v3 (77.49)
5-bit 4-bit 3-bit

ResNet-50 (76.13)
5-bit 4-bit 3-bit

MobileNet-v2 (71.88)
5-bit 4-bit 3-bit

77.28 75.72 61.76 75.62 74.28 67.30 69.05 54.34 16.77
77.31 76.73 71.40 75.94 75.24 73.27 70.01 65.74 36.44
77.46 77.00 74.07 76.06 75.77 73.84 70.43 67.71 55.17

PWLQ and Uniform Quantization. In Section 3.3, we analytically and numerically demonstrate that our method, PWLQ, obtains a smaller quantization
error than uniform quantization. We compare these two schemes in Table 2. In
this table, weights are quantized per-channel with the same computational bitwidth b = 4, 6, 8; activations are uniformly quantized per-layer into 8-bit. Generally, PWLQ achieves higher accuracy than uniform quantization except for one
minor case of 8-bit Inception-v3. When the bit-width is large enough (b = 8), the
quantization error is small and both uniform quantization and PWLQ provide
good accuracy. However, when the bit-width is decreased to 4, PWLQ obtains
a notably higher accuracy, i.e., PWLQ attains 75.72% but uniform quantization
only attains 44.28% for 4-bit Inception-v3. These results show that PWLQ is
a more powerful representation scheme in terms of both quantization error and
model accuracy, making it a viable alternative for uniform quantization in low
bit-width cases. Moreover, PWLQ applies uniform quantization on each piece,
hence it features a simple computational scheme and can benefit from any tricks
that improve uniform quantization performance such as bias correction.

Bias Correction. An inherent bias in the mean and variance of the tensor values was observed after the quantization process and the benefits of correcting this
bias term have been demonstrated in [2, 13, 42]. This bias can be compensated
by folding certain correction terms into the scale and the offset [2]. We adopt
this idea into our PWLQ method and show the results in Table 2 (columns with
“+BC”). Applying bias correction further improves the performance of low-bit
quantized models. It allows 6-bit post-training quantization with piecewise linear scheme for all three networks to achieve near full-precision accuracy within a
drop of 0.30%; 4-bit MobileNet-v2, also without retraining, achieves an accuracy
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Table 2. Comparison results of top-1 accuracy (%) for uniform and PWLQ schemes
on weights. b+BC: b-bit with bias correction for bit-width b = 4, 6, 8. Each bold value
indicates the best result from different methods for specified bit-width and network
Network

Weight Bit-width

8-bit

8+BC

6-bit

6+BC

4-bit

4+BC

Inception-v3
(77.49)

Uniform
PWLQ (Ours)

77.53
77.52

77.52
77.53

76.87
77.42

77.24
77.48

44.28
75.72

62.46
76.45

ResNet-50
(76.13)

Uniform
PWLQ (Ours)

76.10
76.10

76.14
76.10

75.61
76.03

75.92
76.08

65.48
74.28

72.45
75.62

MobileNet-v2
(71.88)

Uniform
PWLQ (Ours)

71.35
71.59

71.58
71.73

67.76
70.82

70.81
71.58

11.37
54.34

41.80
69.22

of 69.22%. In general, a combination of low-bit PWLQ and bias correction on
weights achieves minimal loss of full-precision model performance.
5.2

Comparison to Existing Approaches

In this section, we compare our PWLQ method with other existing approaches,
by quoting the reported performance scores from the original literature.
An inclusive evaluation of clipping techniques along with outlier channel
splitting (OCS) was presented in [62]. To fairly compare with these methods,
we adopt the same setup of applying per-layer quantization on weights and
without quantizing the first layer. In Table 3, we show that our PWLQ (no bias
correction) outperforms the best results of clipping method combined with OCS.
Besides, OCS needs to change the network architecture, in contrast to PWLQ.
Table 3. Comparison results of per-layer PWLQ and best clipping with OCS [62]
on top-1 accuracy (%) loss. W/A indicate the bit-width on weights/activations. The
accuracy difference values are measured from the full-precision (32/32) result
Network

8/8

7/8

6/8

5/8

4/8

OCS + Best Clip 75.9
Inception-v3
PWLQ (Ours) 77.5

-0.6 (75.3)
+0.1 (77.6)

-1.2 (74.7)
-0.1 (77.4)

-3.4 (72.5)
-0.3 (77.2)

-13.0 (62.9)
-2.0 (75.5)

-71.1 (4.8)
-12.8 (64.7)

OCS + Best Clip 76.1
PWLQ (Ours) 76.1

-0.4 (75.7)
-0.0 (76.1)

-0.5 (75.6)
-0.1 (76.0)

-0.9 (75.2)
-0.2 (75.9)

-2.7 (73.4)
-0.7 (75.5)

-6.8 (69.3)
-2.4 (73.7)

ResNet-50

W/A

32/32

In Table 4, we provide a comprehensive comparison result of PWLQ to other
existing methods. Here we apply per-layer quantization on activations and perchannel PWLQ on weights with bias correction. Except for the 4/4 case where we
apply 4-bit PWLQ on activations, we always apply 8-bit uniform quantization
on activations for the rest of the 8/8 and 4/8 cases. Under the same bit-width
of computational cost among all the methods, our PWLQ combined with bias
correction achieves the state-of-the-art results on all cases and it outperforms
all other methods with a large margin on 4/8 and 4/4 cases. We emphasize that
our PWLQ method is simple and efficient. It achieves the desired accuracy at
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the small cost of a few more accumulations per MAC unit and a minor overhead
of storage. More importantly, it is orthogonal and applicable to other methods.
Table 4. Comparison of our PWLQ and other methods on top-1 accuracy (%) loss.
PWLQ: weights are piecewise linearly quantized per-channel with bias correction, activations are quantized per-layer
Network
Inception-v3
(Top1%)

ResNet-50
(Top1%)

MobileNet-v2
(Top1%)

5.3

W/A PWLQ (Ours)
32/32

77.49

8/8
4/8
4/4

+0.04 (77.53)
-1.04 (76.45)
-2.58 (74.91)

32/32

76.13

8/8
4/8
4/4

-0.03 (76.10)
-0.51 (75.62)
-1.28 (74.85)

QWP [28]

ACIQ [2]

LBQ [7]

SSBD [39]

QRD [31]

UNIQ [3]

DFQ [42]

78.00

77.20

76.23

77.90

77.97

-

-

-

-

0.00 (78.00)
-0.03 (77.87) -0.09 (77.88)
-7.00 (71.00) -9.00 (68.20) -1.44 (74.79)
-10.80 (66.40) -4.62 (71.61)
75.20

76.10

76.01

75.20

-0.10 (75.10)
-0.25 (74.95)
-21.20 (54.00) -0.80 (75.30) -1.03 (74.98)
-2.30 (73.80) -3.41 (72.60)
-

32/32

71.88

71.90

-

-

8/8
4/8

-0.15 (71.73)
-2.68 (69.22)

-2.10 (69.80)
-71.80 (0.10)

-

-

71.80

-

76.02

-

-

-2.56 (73.37)
-

-

71.23

-

71.72

-

-0.53 (71.19)
-

-0.61 (71.19) -1.68 (69.55)
-

Other Applications

To show the robustness and applicability of our proposed approach, we extend
the PWLQ idea to other computer vision tasks including semantic segmentation
on DeepLab-v3+ [5] and object detection on SSD [36].
Semantic Segmentation. In this section, we apply PWLQ on DeepLab-v3+
with a backbone of MobileNet-v2. The performance is evaluated using mean
intersection over union (mIoU) on the Pascal VOC segmentation challenge [11].
In our experiments, we utilize the implementation of public Pytorch repository10 to evaluate the performance. After folding batch normalization of the
pre-trained model into the weights, we found that several layers of weight ranges
become very large (e.g., [-54.4, 64.4]). Considering the fact that quantization
range [27], especially in the early layers [7], has a profound impact on the performance of quantized models, we fix the configuration of some early layers in
the backbone. More precisely, we apply 8-bit PWLQ on three depth-wise convolution layers with large ranges in all configurations shown in Table 5. Note that
the MAC operations of these three layers are negligible in practice since they
only contribute 0.2% of the entire network computation, but it is remarkably
beneficial to the performance of low-bit quantized models.
As noticed in classification, low-bit uniform quantization causes significant
accuracy drop from the full-precision models. In Table 5, applying PWLQ combined with bias correction, the 6-bit model on weights even outperforms 8-bit
DFQ [42], which attains 0.42% degradation of the pre-trained model. Moreover, the 4-bit PWLQ significantly improves the mIoU by 17.61% from the 4-bit
10

https://github.com/jfzhang95/pytorch-deeplab-xception
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Table 5. Uniform quantization and PWLQ on DeepLab-v3+. Weights are quantized
per-channel with bias correction, activations are uniformly quantized per-layer
Network

W/A

32/32

8/8

6/8

4/8

DeepLab-v3+
(mIoU%)

Uniform
PWLQ (Ours)
DFQ [42]

70.81
70.81
72.94

-0.65 (70.16)
-0.12 (70.69)
-0.61 (72.33)

-1.54 (69.27)
-0.42 (70.39)
-

-20.76 (50.05)
-3.15 (67.66)
-

uniform quantized model, indicating the potential of low-bit post-training quantization via piecewise linear approximation for the semantic segmentation task.
Object Detection. We also test our PWLQ for object detection task. The
experiments are performed on the public Pytorch implementation11 of SSD-Lite
version [36] with a backbone of MobileNet-v2. The performance is evaluated with
mean average precision (mAP) on the Pascal VOC detection challenge [11].
Table 6. Uniform quantization and PWLQ of SSD-Lite version. Weights are quantized
per-channel with bias correction, activations are uniformly quantized per-layer
Network

W/A

32/32

8/8

6/8

4/8

SSD-Lite
(mAP%)

Uniform
PWLQ (Ours)
DFQ [42]

68.70
68.70
68.47

-0.20 (68.50)
-0.19 (68.51)
-0.56 (67.91)

-0.43 (68.37)
-0.28 (68.42)
-

-3.91 (64.79)
-0.38 (68.32)
-

Table 6 compares the results of the mAP score of quantized models using
the uniform and PWLQ schemes. Similar to image classification and semantic segmentation tasks, even with bias correction and per-channel quantization
enhancements, 4-bit uniform scheme causes 3.91% performance drop from the
full-precision model, while 4-bit PWLQ with these two enhancements is able to
remove this notable gap down to 0.38%.

6

Conclusion

In this work, we present a piecewise linear quantization scheme for accurate
post-training quantization of deep neural networks. It breaks the bell-shaped
distributed values into non-overlapping regions per tensor where each region is
assigned an equal number of quantization levels. We further analyze the resulting
quantization error as well as the hardware requirements. We show that our approach achieves state-of-the-art low-bit post-training quantization performance
on image classification, semantic segmentation, and object detection tasks under the same computational cost. It indicates its potential for efficient and rapid
deployment of computer vision applications on resource-limited devices.
11

https://github.com/qfgaohao/pytorch-ssd
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